
 

 

 

In the Bad Kleinkirchheim region you quite literally dive into the alpine world of the Nockberge. 

Winter lovers are amazed by the unique combination of incredible mountains, romantic lakes and 

warming thermal waters, promising southern Sunshine Moments from morning to night. 

 

Sports and relaxation go hand in hand here. In addition to skiing, snowboarding, cross-country skiing, 

tobogganing, ice skating, snowshoeing and winter hiking, holiday-makers can enjoy two local spas. 

After taking a dip in the healing thermal waters you are ready for your next adventure in the snow-

covered mountains. 

 

Slopes you could only have dreamed of 

The Bad Kleinkirchheim ski area is located at between 1,100 and 2,055 metres above sea level, 

providing spectacular views of the entire Southern Alps. Its wide, sweeping slopes are served by 24 

lifts, connecting 103 kilometres of piste that offer space for skiers and snowboarders of all levels. 

Four ski schools with professional childcare and a ski kindergarten ensure the little ones are having a 

ball. Winter pros can explore slopes of all difficulty levels, with 18 kilometres of easy, 77 kilometres 

of intermediate and 8 kilometres of black slopes, including the renowned World Cup slope "Carinthia 

– Franz Klammer". 97 percent of the 300 hectare ski area can be artificially snowed, guaranteeing fun 

in the snow. 

 

Action and relaxation with nock/ski 

The varied and family-friendly Bad Kleinkirchheim ski resort offers something for everyone. Early 

risers can make the very first tracks in the glistening snow of the Nockberge and catch the first 

sunrays when Early Morning Skiing with ski legend Franz Klammer. First stop for freestylers is the 

Snowpark, where they can crank it up on banked turns, obstacles and a timed section. The youngest 

skiers can familiarise themselves with snow in "Zauberland" (Wonderland) and on the "Kidsslope", 

whilst parents enjoy some downtime in the relaxation rooms or sauna and massage cubes of the spa. 
At the end of the day, the entire family can relax either in the Family & Health Spa St. Kathrein or the 

Thermal Römerbad. Between 9 am and 5 pm, the Bad Kleinkirchheim Ski-Thermen-Bus provides free 

transportation to the slopes and spas – you just have to decide which you are in the mood for.  

 

  



 

 

 

 

Take a break amidst nature with nock/nature 

Bad Kleinkirchheim guarantees Sunshine Moments for snow fans away from the slopes too. The 

Nockberge Biosphere Reserve has plenty of magical nature experiences in store. A real insider tip is 

"Gourmet in the Snow", a guided snowshoe hike that combines spectacular mountain moments with 

rustic alpine farmers’ cuisine. True winter connoisseurs can explore the idyllic winter landscape 

around Bad Kleinkirchheim and Feld am See along 60 kilometres of winter hiking paths that lead 

through the Southern Alps, cross-country skiing in Bad Kleinkirchheim or on one of six natural 

toboggan runs. The 23 rustic huts across the ski area provide further highs with their Carinthian 

specialities that will have you raring to go again in no time at all. 

 

Swimming in the snow with nock/spa 

Bad Kleinkirchheim has two thermal spas. The alpine wellness temple Thermal Römerbad beckons 

with its healing waters, warming saunas across three levels and breathtaking views of the 

surrounding mountain world. With a swimming area of 1,200 square metres including an outdoor 

pool, the Family & Health Spa St. Kathrein boasts the largest water surface of all Carinthian spas. And 

not just the kids are bathing in delight because of the 86 metre long slide: the 32°C warm thermal 

water can alleviate rheumatism, migraines, joint and vertebrae pains.  Circulation is improved, the 

immune system is armed and the connective tissues are strengthened - quite simply the nicest way 

to improve your health whilst on holiday. There are even further benefits to be reaped in the Family 

& Health Spa St. Kathrein’s nock/MED health centre, where spa and sports physician Dr. Eckart 

Waidmann leads predominantly preventive treatments.  To stay fit and healthy for as long as 

possible, physiotherapy, massages, baths and more can be booked as day, multi-day or weekly 

packages.  

 

Winter highlights in the mountains  

The Alpine-Spa-Advent spreads pre-Christmas joy far away from the hustle and bustle of the cities. 

Every Friday, Saturday and Sunday of the four Advent weekends, visitors can enjoy local Alpine-

Adriatic cuisine. Traditional craftsmanship can be found at its finest here too, with an array of 

Christmas items for sale. After a horse-drawn carriage ride through the wintery mountain village or 

an ice skate tour through the Kurpark, guests can retire to the Alpine-Spa-Advent and work their way 

through the region’s delights. 
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Information and booking: 
Bad Kleinkirchheim Region Marketing GmbH 
Dorfstraße 30 
9546 Bad Kleinkirchheim 
Austria 
Tel.: +43 / (0) 4240 8212 
info@badkleinkirchheim.at; www.badkleinkirchheim.at 
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